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How to Make Better Lawns and Gardens...
You can have a Beautiful Lawn and Garden

We all appreciate the charm and added attractiveness a beautiful lawn and garden give to the home. Even the most humble cottage when surrounded by a green lawn and shrubbery and adorned with a few vines becomes "home".

You can make your home invitingly attractive. A few packets of seeds, a renewed and invigorated lawn, and shrubbery will do wonders to improve its appearance.

It is easy to grow a beautiful lawn and garden if you will give attention to the one important thing necessary for all healthy plant growth—a rich fertile soil.

Get results from your planting by starting right—make your soil rich and fertile. Your lawn, garden and vegetable patch will produce wonderfully if you provide the necessary plant food and make your soil loose and mellow.

So, when you buy your seeds and plants DON'T FORGET they need a rich fertile soil in which to develop. Wizard Brand Sheep Manure—the inexpensive and convenient WAGON LOAD OF MANURE IN A BAG—is the one fertilizer that fills all the needs of your soil. It will make your plants grow.

*Insist on Wizard by name. Tagged or branded on every bag.*
THERE is no secret in making plants grow. In reality it is very simple. Nature will produce wonderfully if you only provide the necessary material for plant growth.

Wizard Sheep Manure makes plants grow and produces profitable crops because it supplies your soil with large quantities of plant food and organic matter, at the same time making it loose and mellow.

It is prepared from specially selected Sheep Manure free from straw and rubbish. These crude manures are effectively dried and sterilized by a special direct heat process, making a concentrated and convenient WAGON LOAD OF MANURE IN A BAG with every weed seed killed. Every atom is of use to plants and unlike chemical fertilizers, it builds up the soil, increasing its capacity to produce bumper crops year after year.

Unequalled for Lawn and Garden

Wizard Sheep Manure is the most dependable and effective lawn and garden manure. It produces a thick velvety green lawn that will withstand the summer drouth. In the flower garden it causes increased growth and healthy green foliage and vivid colored flowers. It is easily applied by anyone and is recommended by landscape gardeners because it always produces wonderful results.

In making new lawns—pulverize the surface soil well and broadcast at the rate of 6 to 10 lbs. per 100 square feet, raking well into the surface soil. Sow seed and roll.

For renovating all lawns, use 6 lbs. per 100 square feet and rake into the surface soil previous to sowing seed.

For Garden planting mix a small handful with the soil when planting each bulb and plant—larger amounts for shrubs and trees. Small applications raked into the soil after plants are up will prolong the blooming period and insure strong healthy growth.

For making potting soil—mix thoroughly one part of Sheep Manure with six parts of soil.

Liquid manure—for house plants and window boxes is made by mixing one pound of Sheep Manure in 5 gallons of water. Use twice weekly.
Vegetables and Fruits

SHEEP Manure is indispensable for the vegetable garden. Wizard Brand by its strong forcing action causes quick early growth and a continual production of crisp tender vegetables. If a vegetable garden is your hobby, you will experience increased delight and greater satisfaction from the wonderful results Wizard Brand will bring. For growing luscious fruits, berries and melons it is unsurpassed.

Wizard Brand has long been used by the practical vegetable grower. It is especially recommended for all small vegetables, radishes, lettuce, onions, celery, cabbage, etc. It keeps intensively cultivated soils in proper condition and makes possible the production of two or three crops from the same soil each season. There is no filler or waste in Wizard Sheep Manure and its many advantages over crude manure for truck and garden crops are plain.

Applications can be made broadcast after plowing and harrowed into the soil at the rate of 1000 to 1500 lbs. per acre. If used in the drill at planting time, use 700 to 1000 lbs. per acre. Side application later in the season will be found very profitable.

Florists and Under Glass Growers

Wizard Sheep Manure is more largely used in greenhouse growing of flowers and vegetables for market than any other because it is safe and can be relied upon for quick and sure results. It is unequaled for either dry or liquid top dressing, especially for carnations, mums, asters and other hardy floral crops. It may be mixed with soil when beds are filled or for feeding during the growing season. Wizard Sheep Manure produces rapid growth, full development and early maturity of superior crops. It pays big to use Wizard Brand.

Field Crops—Grains and Hay

The use of Pulverized Sheep Manure for field crops has proven very profitable. Every farmer knows the value of manure in maintaining the fertility of his soil. This concentrated, easy drilling Sheep Manure has been found to give wonderful results where chemical fertilizer fails. It builds up the soil and is especially valuable for securing a stand of alfalfa and small grains. You know the value of manure and you can’t make a mistake by using Wizard Brand. Try it on your poorest field and watch the results it brings.
THE best of all manures for Home-Lawns and Gardens, House Plants, Window Boxes, Golf and Country Club Greens and Fair-ways, Shrubbery, Trees, Vines, Fruits, Berries, Melons, all Vegetable Crops under glass or in the field. Effectively sterilized, weed seed killed. Supplies the humus, bacterial action and plant food that makes everything grow

CAUTION: Insist on Wizard Brand Tag on every bag. It protects you against inferior so-called sheep manure being sold on Wizard Brand reputation.
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